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Generally speaking, a "basic" good guy guaranty 
(GGG) provides for the guarantee by one or more 
principals (guarantor) of a corporation or limited 
liability company of the payment of all base and 
additional rent required to be paid by the tenant 
under a lease through and including the date the 
premises leased is surrendered. At such time as the 

premises is delivered to the landlord broom clean and vacant, with all 
rent paid through the date of surrender, the GGG will be of no further 
force and effect. 

Why Landlords Should Require and Include a "Business 

and Legal Steroid Laced" GGG in Their Leases 

In NYC, on a 10 year/10,000 RSF office lease renting at a $60 PSF 
with a $60 tenant improvement allowance ($600,000), a six month 
rental concession ($300,000), and a 150 percent commission payable 
collectively ($300,000) to the landlord and tenant brokers, a landlord 
within the first lease year will incur costs of roughly $1.2 million (not 
including legal, architectural, and building department filing fees). 
Given the foregoing, the manner in which a landlord underwrites and 
attempts to mitigate its risk will go a long way in determining whether 
it requires a three to 12 month security deposit and how many legal 
and business-laced steroids it will inject into its once "basic" GGG. 
Playing off of the words of Forrest Gump, like peas and carrots, such 
determinations go hand in hand! 

It is imperative for a landlord to require a GGG because it not only 
helps incentivize a tenant to pay its rent when occupying i,ts space, 
but also because it helps a landlord to incentivize its corporate 
tenant to surrender its space in an expeditious manner if and when 
a tenant becomes non-paying. It also keeps its tenants "honest" by 
requiring, among other things, a guarantee of performance of all non
monetary obligations, a lockout of no less than one year from the rent 
commencement date prior to exercising a guarantor's termination 
rights, 90 to 180 days written notice prior to the surrender date, a 
construction completion and lien free guaranty, that the space will be 
returned in the condition required under the lease, that the GGG 
remain in effect for any extension, modification or assignment of the 
lease, and reimbursement of the landlord's unamortized costs of 
entering into the lease as described above (at least for the first two to 
five years of rent commencement). 
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Top Factors Impacting a Tenant's Required Security 

Deposit 

• 

• 

• 

• 

A tenant's financial statements and historical track record 
Whether the tenancy is retail, office or industrial 
The lease term length 
Theamount of money (a.k.a. "skin" ) a tenant is putting into the 
space (and what amount is considered "cosmetic" and what 
amount considered part of the infrastructure, e.g. HVAC and 
upgraded electric) 
The amount of tenant concessions, improvement allowances, 
and/or landlord's work granted 
Whether the free rent and brokerage commission are "front 
loaded" or spread out over the first 18 months of the lease term 
Whether there will be a straight guaranty or GGG 

As to the last point, the reality is that in this day and age, in the vast 
majority of commercial leases, there is no such thing anymore as a 
"standard" or "basic" GGG. Part of what a skilled tenant broker brings 
to the table is that of market knowledge. If in fact a broker knows, 
prior to the preparation of its initial LOI draft, that the landlord will 
be requiring a GGG, instead of agreeing on the LOI that "tenant's 
principals will sign landlord's standard GGG", a seasoned veteran will 
proactively insert into its LOI: "guarantor to guarantee the payment 
of base rent while the tenant is in occupancy. The GGG can be 
terminated on 30 days prior notice by informing the landlord that the 
premises will be delivered broom clean and vacant on the surrender 
date, along with all rent then due to the landlord." 

Stay tuned for Part 2: "Tenant Counteractions to a Business and Legal 
Steroid Laced GGG" in next month's issue. 
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